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1The properties of paths between a pair of vertices in a non- 
oriented linear graph have been discussed by several papers[1,2,3]. This 
paper gives the properties of a class of paths where each class con­
sists of all possible paths between a pair of vertices in a non- 
oriented, non-separable linear graph. It is clear that such prop­
erties should be known when one synthesizes a s.c. switching network 
which satisfies a set of given switching functions. An interesting 
application of classes of paths is to obtain all possible trees in a 
linear graph which will be shown at the end of the paper.
Definitions
'
For convenience, G represents a non-oriented,non-separable 
linear graph which contains no self-loops in this paper.
Definition 1; Let R be a class of sets r. Then Min. R is 
defined as a subclass of R which satisfies the following:
(1) If 0 (empty set) is in R, 0 is in Min. R;
(2) For any r ^  0 in jR-Min.Rj-1 , there exists rg 4 0
in Min. R such that r c  r : ands q'
(3) For any r ¿0, and r ¿0 in Min. R, r <£ r .
S L S * "t
Definition 2: C is a class of all possible circuits, edge
2disjoint unions of circuits in G and 0 (empty set). C is a subclasss
^A-B is the class of sets each of which is in A but not in B.
2 See Appendix.
2of C which consists of all possible circuits in G and 0. 
It is clear from the above definition that
Min. C = C (1 )
Definition 3: Let p be a path between vertices i and j in ft(G)3 of
G. Then C ^ . i s  defined as ij
C^. =-fx:x = p © c . c  € clij l r’ r J (2 )
where p 0 cr (p-c ) U (c -p). r r . is defined as ij
3?. . = Min. C*. . (3)ij iJ
Notice that $ is the class of all possible paths between vertices i 
and j in ft(G) of G.
Definition 4 : Let R and U be classes of sets. Then R © U
is defined as
R © U = Min . jx:x = u, r € R, u e
n n-1 ^  , , 1 ^For convenience R = R © R for h>l and R = R,
With these definitions, we can see that
$2 = C ij ~ s (5)
$3 = c © $ = $ij s ij ij (6)
$4 . = c © c = cIJ ~ s s s (7)
3Set of vertices of G (see Appendix).
3Classes of Paths
Consider classes - and of paths where . is theij jk' lk ij
class of all possible paths between i and j, $ ^k is the class of all 
possible paths between j and k and 3?^ k is the class of all possible 
paths between i and k in ^ (G) of G. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1:
- 3?ij jk ~ ik (8)
where i,j and k are distinct vertices in£}(G) of G.
Proof: Let p^k be a path between vertices i and k in ^ (G) of G.
Since G is connected, there exists a path between vertbx j and a vertex 
(pik>4 of linear graph pju. Thus there exist paths p., and p.u suchik
that p. p., € $ andij ij^ jk jk
ij jk
P. . 9 p.. = P-, ij Jk ik Q.E.D. (9)
Theorem 1 can be generalized as follows: 
Theorem 2;
$ 0 $  . 0 . . .  0 $  = c
1112 1213 1r1l S
(10)
where $ is the class of all possible paths between distinct vertices 
t and u in ii(G) of G.
Proof; From Theorem 1,
($ 0 $ ) © $  0 ... © $ = $ 0 $ ©...©$ (11) 
1li2 V s  13i4 V l  V 3 i3i4 V l
Set of vertices in linear graph p (See Appendix).
I K
4($ © $  ) © $  © . . . © $  = $  © $  © . . . © $  (12) i,i„ i0i . i.i_ i i, ” i.i, i.ic i i,1 3  3 4 4 5  r l  1 4  4 5  r l
etc. finally
3? © $  = ci,i i i, s 1 r r 1
(13)
by Eq. (5) Q.E.D.
Class &. . ... i01 
------- 1l12----- 21
Consider classes . and of paths in G for i^j^tj4i. ij tu
We define .. as follows, ljtu
Definition 5: Class of G is defined as------------  x j tu
$ = $ © 3?i j tu ij tu (14)
Theorem 3: For i^j^t^u,
<£ ©3? = 3? ©3? -  3? © $ij tu it ju ~ iu jt (15)
where f and ® are Cleeses of all possibleij? tu7 it' ju* iu jt
paths between i and j, t and u, i and t, j and u, i and u and j and t in 
^(G) of G respectively.




© 3? © $tu it = $“ ju (16)
$
ij
© $tu © (3?.it © $it ) = 3? © 3?ju it (17)
5Thus
$ ©  ( $  ©  C ) = $ © $ (18)ij tu s ju it
or
$ © $ = $ © $ ij tu “ ju it (19)
Others can be proven by the same way. Q.E.D. 
From this theory, we can see that
<& - = $ ijtu ~ itju “ iujt (20 )
Theorem 4: Every set W in of G for i^j^t^u has the----------  J ljtU
following properties:
(1) Every vertex in £2(W) of linear graph W is of even degree 
except vertices i,j,t and u which are of odd degree.
(2) W is an edge disjoint unions of two of the sets p ,
p -JL, P. » P.^j P- and P^ where p. . e p., 6 ^..,*it' iu' jt' ju tu ij ij' rit it'
P 6 , P <hU 6 P. € and p e , and*iu c iu' *jt jt' ju ju *tu tu'
(3) Linear graph W contains no circuits.
Proof for (1): Let p.. 6 . and p^ € . Then it is clear---------- i *ij ij tu tu
that every vertex of ^ ( p.. © p^ ) of linear graph p . . © p. is even J ij tu ij tu
degree except vertices i, j, t and u which are of odd degree.
Proof for (2) and (3): Since i is of odd degree, we can form
an edge sequence of edges in W starting with vertex i by taking an edge,
6say edge e^, which has i as one of two endpoints. Let other endpoint
of e^ be Unless ^  is one of j, t and u, there exists at least
one edge e in W different from e which has £, as its endpoint.
Take e as the second edge in the edge sequence. Let £,2 2
be the other endpoint of e . Unless £, is one of j, t and u, there 
exists at least one edge e3 different from e^ and e^ which has £,2 
as its endpoint. Take e3 as the third edge in the edge sequence, and 
so on until an endpoint of edge e^ is one of j, t, and u. Let t be the 
endpoint of e . Then it is clear that the subsequence of this sequenceK
is a path between i and t. Let this path be p^. It is clear that every
vertex in ^ (p-p^) of linear graph jp - p^j- is of even degree except
vertices j and u. Thus we can obtain a path p. between j and u by theJ “
above process. Since p.t € ® it and Pju 6 W e ^ ®  $jU = ® $tu
must be W = pit © p . Furthermore, pit f| Pju = 0- This also proves 
that W contains no circuits. Q.E.D.
Definition 6: . of G is defined as
1l12'*'12k
$ = © ... © 
il12 " * 12k 1112 1314 12k-l12k
(21)
where i ^ i ^ . ..¿±2k, and each of ± ± >•••>*!-. _i 1S & ClaSS
of all possible paths between two vertices which are specified by the 
subscripts in S2(G) of G.
Lemma 1: For i-^i^. . . ’2k’
$ © . . . © $ ,  = $. © . . . © $ ,  (22) 
1112 12k12k ^1J2 J2k-lJ2k
7where (j^...,]^) iS a Permutation of i^ii2** *i2k^*
The proof can easily be accomplished by the use of
Theorem 2.
Lemma 1 gives that
3? . . . i =i i 2k “ j_ j_... j,1 2 1 2  u2k
(23)
where (j^j ,..j ) is a permutation of (i i .,,i )
Definition 7:
$ = Cii ~ s
(24)
Definition 8:
$ = $ $ $ 
11121314 1112 1314
(25)





if and only if i = i .U 4
Proof: When i„ = i „. we have either------  3 4’
$ = $  <3? = $  $ c  =
11121314 1112 1314 1112 S 1112
(27)
or
$ — $ 0 ^ — $ 
11121314 1113 1214 il12
by Theorem 1.
(28)
8Suppose . . Then every set W in . . . has
11121314 1112 11121314
the property that every vertex in £2(W) of linear graph W is of even
degree except vertices i and i which are of odd degree. On the other
JL Z
hand, if vertices i ^ i ^ i ^  and i in ^ (W) of linear graph W are of
Odd degree. Thus i3=i4< Q.E.D.
Definition 8 and Theorem 5 can be generalized as follows:
Definition 9: . is defined as
1112 * * *12k
$
1l12***12k 1112
= . 6 ... e
12k-l12k
(29)
Theorem 6: If and only if in, , = i„, ,1 uK“1 ZK
$  _
1l12 ’f ,12k 1112 * * *12k-2
(30)
The proof of Theorem 6 is similar to that of Theorem 5.
Theorem 4 can be generalized as:
Theorem 7: Any set W in . where i„ ¿ i ^ . . . ¿i has
1l12 *‘'X2k 1 2  2k
the properties that
(1) every vertex in ^ (W) of linear graph W is of even degree except
vertices and i^  which are of odd degree,
(2) W is an edge disjoint union of some of sets p. . ,
1112
Pi i '-**'Pi i  ^ P± i  ^ Pi i w  and p1 3 1 2k 2 3  2 4  2k-l 2k
where p 6 ^ of G, and rs rs 3
(3) linear graph W contains no circuits.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.
9Definition 10 is a collection of all possible
$ of G and C where i, ;£L0^.. .¿i_, , l<k<[— ] and. v is the 
\ i2-'-i2k S 1 2  2k - - 2 '•
number of vertices in £^(G) of G.
It can be seen from the previous discussion that « is an
Abelian group under 6>. It should be noticed that, from Eqs. 2 and 3, it
is only necessary to know C and one path between i and j to obtain ..
s
Also from Definition 9 and Theorems 1 and 2, in order to obtain
of G, we only need to know proper v-1 ^'s5 where ^ (G) consists of v vertices
Application and Remarks
It is well known that there is direct relationship between
a switching function and paths. Hence the properties of discussed
in this paper can easily be applied to a synthesis of a single contact
switching network which satisfies a set of switching functions.
Another interesting application is to obtain all possible trees
in G by the use of . Let T be a tree in G. Suppose vertices
i ...i in£2(T) of linear graph T in - of T are of odd. degree. ^ P
Then T must be in . of G. For example, consider a tree T
1 2  p
of linear graph G in Fig. la shown in Fig. lb.
Fig. 1. A Linear Graph G and a Tree T.
5 rv[— ] is the largest integer which does not exceed v/2.
10
Vertices 1, 2, 3 and 4 in fl(T) = jl,2,3,4,5j of T are of odd degree.
Thus T 6 ^ 1234 of G where ®1234 consists of sets jc,d,ej , {b,e,fj-,
■|af j- and -j^ abcdj-„
It is easily shown that any tree in G is in one of class in 
j$| except Cs„ Thus we can obtain all possible trees of G by forming 
-j&J. and collect all sets in -j^ j each of which consists of maximum number 
of edges which is obviously equal to v-1 where v is the number of vertices 
in £2(G) .
Example: Let G be one in Fig. 2. Then Cg = -|abd,acde,bce,0|.
Take edge a as a path between 1 and 2, then by Eqs. 2 and, =
|x:x = a © c, c 6 Cg| = -jbd,cde,aj»Min
By taking edge d as a path between vertices 1 and 4, we have 
$ 14 = {ab>ace>d}°
Finally, taking edge e as a path between 3 and 4, we can 
obtain $ as $ = -ibc,acd9el„ Now by Theorems 1 and 2S we can obtain34 34 t J
as
3? = 3? ©3? = iad„bsce|24 “ 12 14 1 9 9 J
*1234 = *12 9 *34 = {cd,bde,abc,ae]
$ = $ © $ = /ac,13 “ 14 34 ~ \
* = ^_ 00. ® . = -fade,c,be'l23 1234 14 l 9 9 J
abe,bcd,de
The maximum number of edges in a set in is 3. Thus the all 
possible trees in G will be (cde) € $12, (ace) 6 ® , (acd) 6 
(bde) and (abc) in ^^234^ (a^e) and (bed) in and (ade) in ^ .
The problem of the future will be to investigate the prop-
of paths of an oriented 'gv£p&.erties of classes
12
APPENDIX [4]
Definition I: V is a set of elements called vertices and
G is a set of elements called edges, A linear graph consists of G and 
V with one-one mapping function f represented by ^G^vj-^ such that for 
any edge e 6 G,f(e) = where G V XV, „ and £, . are
called two endpoints of edge e.
Definition II; A vertex L, in V is called an isolated vertex 
if there is no edge in G such that £, is one of the endpoints of the 
edge.
Definition III: &2(G) is a subset of V such that G^_,£2(G)j^
is a linear graph and there is no isolated vertices in £2(G),
Definition IV: When every ) of S2(G) x£2(G) is non-
ordered^ -^ G, vj-^  is called an non-oriented linear graph. Otherwise 
jGjVj-f is called an oriented linear graph.
When mapping functions are omitted as { V Vl} a"d {G2’V2} ’ 
it is assumed that these linear graphs have the same mapping function f. 
Also it is convenient to omit ^(G) of |g /^(G)^, Hence we define the 
following:
Definition Vs A linear graph G means |g ^ ( g )|_
Notice that G is also a set of elements.
Definition VI [5]: A vertex sequence (£,^ £,2., in -j^ G,vj-
is a sequence of vertices in V, is called the initial vertex and1 ak
is called the final vertex of the vertex sequence. If there exists a^
6 G whose endpoints are ^  and  ^ for all i=l,,2,,,, 3k-l5 an edge
13
sequence with respect to the vertex sequence can be formed as
(a.,a„„..a, , In other words, edge sequence (a.ano..a, ,) in
{^,V}f must have a corresponding vertex sequence .. .£,k> such
that f(a±) = (L>i9i±+1) where (£i5li+1> € VXV for i=l,2,...,k-l.
A path ptu between t and u in -^G,v| is a subgraph of
|G,vj- which satisfies that (1) there eixists an edge sequence which
contains all the edges in p , (2) the corresponding vertex sequence
has vertex t as the initial vertex and vertex u as the final vertex,
(3) there is no vertex except vertices t and u appearing more than
once in the vertex sequence, and (4) vertices t and u can not appear
other than the initial and final vertex of the vertex sequence. When
t=u in path p^ 9 it is called a circuit, tu*
Definition VII [5]: Two sets r and s are disjoints if r f] s
0 (empty set)„ A graph g is an edge disjoint union of paths if g can 
be decomposed as g = p U pQ (J U P, j where p. is a path betweenJL Ct K 1
JL, and £_ in £i(g) and p f| P = 0 for m^nsmsn=1.23 0 . . .k.S1 m n * ' ,
Definition VIII: An edge e in G of
loop if f(e)
= M
M f  iis called a self-
6 VXV,
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